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IntroductionIntroduction

�� Experience Experience -- the basis of learningthe basis of learning
�� Experience Experience -- not only external experiencesnot only external experiences
�� Humans are experts in learning from Humans are experts in learning from 

experiencesexperiences
�� ButBut-- why do humans fail so often?why do humans fail so often?

Theories of LearningTheories of Learning

�� Behavioral Learning TheoriesBehavioral Learning Theories
�� Associative LearningAssociative Learning
�� Instrumental learningInstrumental learning

�� Cognitive Learning TheoriesCognitive Learning Theories
�� Piaget’s Learning TheoryPiaget’s Learning Theory
�� Learning by ImitationLearning by Imitation
�� Schema TheoriesSchema Theories
�� Anderson’s ACT TheoryAnderson’s ACT Theory
�� Schank’s Dynamic MemorySchank’s Dynamic Memory
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Behavioral Learning TheoriesBehavioral Learning Theories

�� Associative LearningAssociative Learning
�� Association of new stimuli with old responsesAssociation of new stimuli with old responses
�� Principle of contiguityPrinciple of contiguity
�� The Pavlov ExampleThe Pavlov Example
�� No new behavior learnedNo new behavior learned
�� No assumption about knowledge structuresNo assumption about knowledge structures

Behavioral Learning TheoriesBehavioral Learning Theories

�� Instrumental LearningInstrumental Learning
�� Behavior followed by pleasant (positive) Behavior followed by pleasant (positive) 

consequences (reinforcement) will be shown more consequences (reinforcement) will be shown more 
oftenoften

�� Behavior followed by unpleasant (negative) Behavior followed by unpleasant (negative) 
consequences will be shown less often.consequences will be shown less often.

�� Stimuli can trigger behaviorStimuli can trigger behavior
�� Discrimination and generalizationDiscrimination and generalization
�� New behavior can be learned step by stepNew behavior can be learned step by step
�� No assumption about knowledge structuresNo assumption about knowledge structures
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Cognitive Learning TheoriesCognitive Learning Theories

�� SocialSocial--Cognitive Learning Theory (Bandura)Cognitive Learning Theory (Bandura)
�� Learning by observation and imitationLearning by observation and imitation
�� Humans can learn by observing a modelHumans can learn by observing a model
�� Knowledge about the behavior to be performed is Knowledge about the behavior to be performed is 

stored and, therefore, learnedstored and, therefore, learned
�� Performance depends on reinforcement of the model Performance depends on reinforcement of the model 

and/or on the expected reinforcementand/or on the expected reinforcement
�� Knowledge structures required, but no specific Knowledge structures required, but no specific 

assumptionsassumptions

Cognitive Learning TheoriesCognitive Learning Theories

�� Equilibration Theory (Piaget)Equilibration Theory (Piaget)
�� Learning consists of creating and modifying cognitive Learning consists of creating and modifying cognitive 

structuresstructures
�� AssimilationAssimilation

of new experiences to already existing cognitive of new experiences to already existing cognitive 
structuresstructures

�� A cognitive conflict happens if new experiences A cognitive conflict happens if new experiences 
cannot be assimilatedcannot be assimilated

�� AccommodationAccommodation
of already existing structures to new experiencesof already existing structures to new experiences
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Cognitive Learning TheoriesCognitive Learning Theories

�� Schema Theory (Rumelhart and Ortony)Schema Theory (Rumelhart and Ortony)
�� Schemata are devices for remembering that are Schemata are devices for remembering that are 

functioning in a way to optimize the adaptation of data functioning in a way to optimize the adaptation of data 
�� Schemata contain variablesSchemata contain variables
�� Schemata can be embeddedSchemata can be embedded
�� Schemata represent knowledge on all levels of Schemata represent knowledge on all levels of 

abstractionabstraction
�� Schemata represent knowledge, not definitionsSchemata represent knowledge, not definitions
�� Schemata are active processesSchemata are active processes

Cognitive Learning TheoriesCognitive Learning Theories

�� The ACT Theory (Anderson)The ACT Theory (Anderson)
�� Unique theory of mindUnique theory of mind
�� 3 basic assumptions3 basic assumptions

�� Declarative and procedural memoryDeclarative and procedural memory

�� Chunks are the basic units in declarative memoryChunks are the basic units in declarative memory
�� Productions are the basic units in procedural memoryProductions are the basic units in procedural memory
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The ACT TheoryThe ACT Theory

�� Declarative MemoryDeclarative Memory
�� Declarative information is represented as chunksDeclarative information is represented as chunks
�� New declarative knowledge will be added to memory New declarative knowledge will be added to memory 

chunkchunk--wisewise
�� Limited number of elements in a chunkLimited number of elements in a chunk
�� Chunks have figural features: different components Chunks have figural features: different components 

may play different rolesmay play different roles
�� PropositionsPropositions
�� Linear sequencesLinear sequences
�� Spatial configurations Spatial configurations 

�� Chunks are organized hierarchicallyChunks are organized hierarchically
�� SchemaSchema--like structureslike structures

The ACT TheoryThe ACT Theory

�� Procedural MemoryProcedural Memory
is a production system withis a production system with
�� Production rulesProduction rules
�� Production interpreterProduction interpreter
�� Conflict resolution mechanismConflict resolution mechanism
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Learning in ACTLearning in ACT
�� Declarative MemoryDeclarative Memory

�� New chunks are addedNew chunks are added
�� Change of the association strength of chunksChange of the association strength of chunks

�� Strength increases with successful retrievalStrength increases with successful retrieval

�� Procedural MemoryProcedural Memory
�� Strength of production rules (tuning)Strength of production rules (tuning)

�� Increases with successful application of the ruleIncreases with successful application of the rule
�� Decreases if the application of a production rule failsDecreases if the application of a production rule fails

�� GeneralizationGeneralization
�� SpecializationSpecialization

�� Neural implementation of the learning Neural implementation of the learning 
mechanismsmechanisms

Cognitive Learning TheoriesCognitive Learning Theories
�� Dynamic Memory (Schank)Dynamic Memory (Schank)

�� Contrast to ruleContrast to rule--based and expert systemsbased and expert systems

�� Creativity and ThinkingCreativity and Thinking
�� Problem solving is understanding and explanationProblem solving is understanding and explanation
�� RuleRule--based solutions are too time consumingbased solutions are too time consuming
�� The interpretation of similar scripts solves the goal in The interpretation of similar scripts solves the goal in 

most cases in the daily practicemost cases in the daily practice
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Dynamic MemoryDynamic Memory

�� Creativity and ThinkingCreativity and Thinking
�� Problem solving is understanding and explanationProblem solving is understanding and explanation
�� RuleRule--based solutions are too time consumingbased solutions are too time consuming
�� The interpretation of similar scripts solves the goal in The interpretation of similar scripts solves the goal in 

most cases in the daily practicemost cases in the daily practice

�� Explanations and ScriptsExplanations and Scripts
�� Scripts are used to explainScripts are used to explain
�� If scripts don’t fit they may be modified/adapted to the If scripts don’t fit they may be modified/adapted to the 

current situationcurrent situation
�� Adaptations are less time and capacity consuming Adaptations are less time and capacity consuming 

than complete rethan complete re--computations as done by rulecomputations as done by rule--based based 
and expert systemsand expert systems

Dynamic MemoryDynamic Memory

�� Cases and RulesCases and Rules
�� Experiences are stored in terms of casesExperiences are stored in terms of cases
�� Ossified casesOssified cases

�� Comparable to rulesComparable to rules
�� They are abstracted from a multitude of casesThey are abstracted from a multitude of cases

�� Paradigmatic casesParadigmatic cases
�� Singular cases that are distinct from other casesSingular cases that are distinct from other cases
�� They may play the role of prototypes and normsThey may play the role of prototypes and norms

�� StoriesStories
�� Stories are extensive cases Stories are extensive cases 
�� They can be reThey can be re--analyzed and reanalyzed and re--interpretedinterpreted

�� RemindingsRemindings
�� Remindings are used to understand and to reRemindings are used to understand and to re--interpretinterpret
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Storage and Retrieval of Storage and Retrieval of 
InformationInformation

�� Interference EffectsInterference Effects
�� Levels of ProcessingLevels of Processing
�� Organization of InformationOrganization of Information
�� Context DependencyContext Dependency
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Interference EffectsInterference Effects

�� ForwardForward--/Backward Interference/Backward Interference
�� Fan EffectFan Effect

ForwardForward--/Backward Interference/Backward Interference

�� Forward InterferenceForward Interference
�� Already learned information interferes with Already learned information interferes with 

new information to be learned and reduces the new information to be learned and reduces the 
learning rate of the new informationlearning rate of the new information

�� Backward InterferenceBackward Interference
�� New information learned interferes with New information learned interferes with 

already learned information and hinders the already learned information and hinders the 
retrieval of the old informationretrieval of the old information

�� Interference increases with the similarity of Interference increases with the similarity of 
old and new informationold and new information
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Interference EffectsInterference Effects

�� Fan EffectFan Effect
�� The more alternative associations exist from The more alternative associations exist from 

one chunk of information to other chunksone chunk of information to other chunks
the longer it takes to retrieve the associated the longer it takes to retrieve the associated 
informationinformation
and the more errors occurand the more errors occur

�� This effect only holds if no alternative paths This effect only holds if no alternative paths 
exist to the information to be retrievedexist to the information to be retrieved

Levels of ProcessingLevels of Processing

�� The “Levels of Processing” TheoryThe “Levels of Processing” Theory
�� Information will be retrieved the better the Information will be retrieved the better the 

deeper it is processed in the acquisition phasedeeper it is processed in the acquisition phase
�� Levels of processing are:Levels of processing are:

�� Physical levelPhysical level
�� Syntactical levelSyntactical level
�� Semantic levelSemantic level

�� Semantic elaboration of new information Semantic elaboration of new information 
results in better retrieval resultsresults in better retrieval results
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Organization of InformationOrganization of Information

�� New information is learned the betterNew information is learned the better
the more it is organized inherentlythe more it is organized inherently

�� Humans tend to organize even Humans tend to organize even 
unorganized information in some unorganized information in some 
systematic waysystematic way

�� Free retrieval of learned material usually Free retrieval of learned material usually 
happens in form of chunks separated by happens in form of chunks separated by 
pauses between chunks pauses between chunks 

Context DependencyContext Dependency

�� The Diver ExperimentThe Diver Experiment
�� Encoding SpecifityEncoding Specifity
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Context DependencyContext Dependency

�� The Diver ExperimentThe Diver Experiment
�� In a pair association experiment, two groups In a pair association experiment, two groups 

learned some lists of association pairslearned some lists of association pairs
�� One group learned while diving under waterOne group learned while diving under water
�� The other group learned at the beachThe other group learned at the beach
�� Retrieval of information was better in the same Retrieval of information was better in the same 

context (e.g., divers while diving) and worse in context (e.g., divers while diving) and worse in 
the other context (e.g., divers at the beach)the other context (e.g., divers at the beach)

Context DependencyContext Dependency

�� Encoding SpecifityEncoding Specifity
�� Retrieval of information is the better the more Retrieval of information is the better the more 

similar the retrieval situation is to the learning similar the retrieval situation is to the learning 
(storage) situation(storage) situation

�� This effect is utilized in strategic search This effect is utilized in strategic search 
situationssituations
�� Subjects enter into a previous situation (context) Subjects enter into a previous situation (context) 

where the information searched for likely occurredwhere the information searched for likely occurred
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Neural NetworksNeural Networks

�� Neural Networks are well suited to explain Neural Networks are well suited to explain 
many of the above described effectsmany of the above described effects
�� SimilaritySimilarity--based interference effectsbased interference effects

�� ContextContext--dependent association and retrievaldependent association and retrieval
�� Automatic generalizationAutomatic generalization
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OverviewOverview

�� IntroductionIntroduction
�� Psychological Theories of LearningPsychological Theories of Learning
�� Storage and Retrieval of InformationStorage and Retrieval of Information
�� Neural NetworksNeural Networks
�� AnalogiesAnalogies
�� Concluding RemarksConcluding Remarks

AnalogiesAnalogies

�� Types of AnalogiesTypes of Analogies
�� Analogies between domainsAnalogies between domains

�� “True” analogies“True” analogies

�� Analogies within domainsAnalogies within domains
�� ExamplesExamples

�� RemindingsRemindings
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AnalogiesAnalogies
�� Structure Mapping Theory (Gentner)Structure Mapping Theory (Gentner)

�� Domains and situations consist ofDomains and situations consist of
�� ObjectsObjects
�� ObjectObject--attributesattributes
�� RelationsRelations

�� Knowledge is represented in form of a Knowledge is represented in form of a 
propositional network with nodes and propositional network with nodes and 
predicatespredicates
�� NodesNodes represent conceptsrepresent concepts
�� PredicatesPredicates are applied to nodes and describe are applied to nodes and describe 

propositions about conceptspropositions about concepts

AnalogiesAnalogies
�� Structure Mapping Theory (Gentner)Structure Mapping Theory (Gentner)

�� 2 types of predicates:2 types of predicates:
�� Attributes:         Predicates with one argumentAttributes:         Predicates with one argument
�� Relations:         Predicates with two or more argsRelations:         Predicates with two or more args
Predicates can be of different order:Predicates can be of different order:
�� First order:        Arguments are objectsFirst order:        Arguments are objects
�� Second order:   Arguments are propositionsSecond order:   Arguments are propositions

�� These representations are descriptions of These representations are descriptions of 
how humans construct situations. They are how humans construct situations. They are 
not descriptions of all things that are in not descriptions of all things that are in 
principal logically possibleprincipal logically possible
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AnalogiesAnalogies

�� Process Components of AnalogiesProcess Components of Analogies
�� Retrieval and selection of a plausible and Retrieval and selection of a plausible and 

useful analogy sourceuseful analogy source

�� Mapping  Source Mapping  Source ----> Target> Target
�� Analogical interference and transferAnalogical interference and transfer

�� Subsequent learning (consolidation)Subsequent learning (consolidation)

AnalogiesAnalogies

�� Classes of Constraints to AnalogiesClasses of Constraints to Analogies
�� Structural ConsistencyStructural Consistency

�� Semantic SimilaritySemantic Similarity
�� Pragmatic centralityPragmatic centrality
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AnalogiesAnalogies
�� Structural ConsistencyStructural Consistency

�� Isomorphism between source and targetIsomorphism between source and target

�� Structural analogies are approaches to Structural analogies are approaches to 
isomorphismsisomorphisms

�� The mapping process is based on structural The mapping process is based on structural 
consistencyconsistency

AnalogiesAnalogies
�� Semantic SimilaritySemantic Similarity

�� The similarity of objects and predicates The similarity of objects and predicates 
influences the mapping processinfluences the mapping process

�� Semantic similarity has an high impact on Semantic similarity has an high impact on 
the retrieval processthe retrieval process

�� High semantic similarity of objects often lead High semantic similarity of objects often lead 
to wrong analogiesto wrong analogies
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AnalogiesAnalogies
�� Pragmatic CentralityPragmatic Centrality

�� Pragmatic aspects have high impact onPragmatic aspects have high impact on
�� the retrieval processthe retrieval process
�� the mapping processthe mapping process

AnalogiesAnalogies

�� The Retrieval ProblemThe Retrieval Problem
�� There is evidence that humansThere is evidence that humans

�� experience and use deep analogical remindingsexperience and use deep analogical remindings
�� especially within a domainespecially within a domain

�� Many experimental studies show thatMany experimental studies show that
�� pure structural retrieval does not happen very pure structural retrieval does not happen very 

oftenoften
�� mostly retrieval is based on superficial similaritiesmostly retrieval is based on superficial similarities
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AnalogiesAnalogies
�� The Retrieval ProblemThe Retrieval Problem

�� Very often, subject are not able to access Very often, subject are not able to access 
structural coincidences even if they would structural coincidences even if they would 
prefer structural coincidences, e.g.,prefer structural coincidences, e.g.,
�� Subjects rate deep analogies as more applicable Subjects rate deep analogies as more applicable 

than superficial similarities,than superficial similarities,

howeverhowever
�� in spontaneous access they prefer superficial in spontaneous access they prefer superficial 

similarities similarities 

AnalogiesAnalogies
�� The Retrieval ProblemThe Retrieval Problem

�� The surface bias in similarity retrieval in part The surface bias in similarity retrieval in part 
results from the way how the source results from the way how the source 
information was encoded previously information was encoded previously 

�� This seems to be a type of encoding This seems to be a type of encoding 
specifityspecifity

�� The higher encodings in the source and in The higher encodings in the source and in 
the target domain overlap, the higher will be the target domain overlap, the higher will be 
the chance of analogical retrievalthe chance of analogical retrieval

�� ObjectsObjects seem to have “usual” encoding seem to have “usual” encoding 
status, even in different domainsstatus, even in different domains
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Concluding RemarksConcluding Remarks
�� Humans are experts in learning from Humans are experts in learning from 

experiencesexperiences
�� Humans often fail in processing relations Humans often fail in processing relations 

of higher orderof higher order
�� Indexing seems to be a central issue to Indexing seems to be a central issue to 

successful retrieval of information and of successful retrieval of information and of 
analogiesanalogies

�� Context effects (encoding specifity) are of Context effects (encoding specifity) are of 
high importancehigh importance


